Construction safety documents regulate significant safety actions and requirements by which construction workers or employees should abide in order to secure them from occupational hazard events. Therefore, facilitating faster identification of applicable safety requirements from the documents has become an important topic in the construction safety domain. To address the need in this regard, tools and techniques have been developed and research efforts have been made. One of the research efforts is to utilize ontology, a knowledge representation and reasoning approach, as the methodology to achieve the goal of identifying applicable safety requirements. In such ontology-based researches, the development and construction of the safety concept ontology is an essential task as the concepts and the relationships between the concepts both representing key safety knowledge need to be carefully identified. In this paper, the author focuses on the safety documents without predefined concept structure and aims to address the concept and relationship identification difficulties. Specifically, the author leverages the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) methodology, a theory of data analysis that identifies conceptual structures among data sets, to mine and analyze the documents in order to discover safety concept structure and to further assist the development of the concept ontology for the construction safety documents. The author expects the application of FCA to construction safety domain can eventually benefit the ontology-based approaches for identification of applicable safety requirements.
INTRODUCTION
Safety is one of the important issues in construction industry, especially in the construction management area. To promote construction safety and prevent occupational hazards, numerous research efforts have been made either to understand/identify the root causes of construction accidents or to analyze construction activities or activity-related factors that may result in potential hazards, such as equipment or space requirements. No matter what kind of safety-promoting approaches are taken, to strictly comply with construction safety requirements is always the most fundamental and core task.
Construction safety requirements, usually regulated in construction safety documents, specify necessary actions that construction workers or employees must take in order to secure them from occupational hazard events. Benner (1983) pointed out that the most explicit technique to achieve construction safety is to abide by safety requirements, which aim to improve safety by clearly regulating what an employer or employee should or should not do without requiring personal judgment. Therefore, facilitating automatic or semi-automatic identification of applicable safety requirements from the safety documents to raise workers' awareness of safety, which can help achieve construction safety, has become an important topic in the construction safety domain.
To address the need of identifying applicable safety requirements, various tools and techniques have been developed and research efforts have been made. For example, Wang and Boukamp (2011) utilized ontology as the methodology to identify applicable safety requirements based on the available contextual information of activity, job steps and/or potential hazards. In addition, some safety specification databases, such as the Canadian enviroOSH Legislation plus Standards (Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety 2012), exist and can be used for searching safety requirements based on keywords.
In the aforementioned ontology-based research, the fundamental task is to develop a safety ontology. Ontology is defined as "an explicit and formal specification of a conceptualization" by Gruber (1993) . An ontology can model a set of concepts and relationships among these concepts within a knowledge domain. The concept mentioned herein can be defined as a unique term abstracting a domain phenomenon. In the context of construction safety documents, terms abstracting jobs performed, components built, actions taken or resources used are safety concepts, which together with their relationships form safety concept knowledge. Therefore, a safety ontology in the construction safety domain aims to model the safety concept knowledge in order to leverage this knowledge for later reasoning work.
To develop a safety ontology, safety concepts and their relationships need to be carefully identified from construction safety documents. That is, terms which are used in the safety documents and fit in with the definition of concept become the sources of concepts and should be extracted. If safety concepts have already been systematically represented in the documents, identifying the concepts and their relationships would be straightforward. For example, job hazard analysis documents explicitly structure safety concepts in three categories: activity, job step and potential hazard (Roughton and Crutchfield, 2007) . The relationship, for example, between an activity and a job step concepts can be defined as hasStep (Wang and Boukamp, 2011) . If the documents, however, do not have a predefined structure for the concepts, it would be time-consuming and cumbersome to identify the concepts and their relationships, further making the construction of safety concept ontology much more difficult.
In this paper, the author aims to address the difficulty of identifying relationships between concepts, or concept structure more specifically, from construction safety documents without predefined concept structure. The safety document used for analysis and discussion is the Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Standards for the Construction Industry, 29 CFR 1926, published by Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) (U.S. Department of Labor, 2013a). The author focuses on the OSHA standard instead of others such as state regulations for two main reasons. First, OSHA is responsible for handling the enforcement and administration of OSH standards in states under federal jurisdiction; hence, OSHA standards can be viewed as the baseline for safety requirements that other organizations have to abide by. Second, safety practitioners recommend referring to OSHA standards when performing job hazard analysis to further facilitate construction safety planning (Wang and Boukamp, 2011) . In addition, Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), which is introduced in the following section, is adopted to mine and analyze the 29 CFR 1926 Standard in order to discover potential safety concept structure and to facilitate the development of the safety concept ontology. The reason why FCA is leveraged is because it is an approach suitable for exploring implicit structure and relationships among different explicit terms of a document, which is the issue encountered when analyzing safety documents without predefined concept structure.
This paper first provides a brief introduction to FCA. Then, an overview of the 29 CFR 1926 Standard is presented to demonstrate what information from the Standard is needed for the analysis. Following that is the application of FCA to the proposed research problem. The final section elaborates on the findings of this study and future research directions.
FORMAL CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) was developed and introduced by Rudolf Wille in Germany (Wille, 1982) . Invented as a mathematical theory, FCA is a method for data analysis, knowledge representation and information management (Priss, 2007) . FCA has been applied in many different disciplines, such as medicine, psychology, sociology, biology, library and information science, linguistics, software engineering and industrial engineering (Wolff, 1993) . To the author's knowledge, FCA was rarely applied in the construction engineering and management domain.
FCA can be understood from three aspects: formal context, formal concept, and concept lattice and line diagram, which are introduced respectively in the following sections. It should be noted that the notion of the "concept" described in FCA is not the same as that described in the ontology development process discussed in the previous section.
Formal context
FCA starts with a cross table, including a set of formal objects (denoted by G, represented in rows at the heading column of the cross table); a set of formal attributes (denoted by M, represented in columns at the heading row of the cross table) and relations between the objects and attributes (denoted by I ⊆ G X M, represented as crosses in the cross table mapping to an object-attribute pair). Therefore, the relation that the object g has to the attribute m is represented as gIm. Figure 1 depicts a cross table example of different types of building. In this example, building types (RC, SRC, SC and SS) act as formal objects whereas materials (concrete, reinforcing bar and steel) attributes. The crosses indicate the relations between the objects and attributes (whether a building type is composed of the materials). The sets of formal objects, formal attributes and their relations form a formal context, denoted by the three sets (G, M, I) ; that is, a cross table stands for a formal context. It is noted that the use of "object" and "attribute" is just indicative as different applications may choose object-like items and their features as formal objects and attributes respectively (Priss, 2007) . For example, scientific papers are related to a number of terms. Hence, these papers can be viewed as objects and terms attributes (Poelmans et al., 2010) .
Formal concept
If a set of formal objects have a set of formal attributes in common which are not shared by the other formal objects, then the pair of this set of formal objects and formal attributes is called a formal concept. For example, the objects "RC Building" and "SRC Building" in Figure 1 both have the attributes "Concrete" and "Reinforcing bar" and the other two objects do not share the same attributes. Thus, the "RC Building, SRC Building" (objects) and "Concrete, Reinforcing bar" (attributes) form a formal concept. The rest of the formal concepts of the example in Figure 1 are (represented in the form of "objects" and "attributes"):
"RC Building, SRC Building, SC Building" and "Concrete" "SRC Building, SC Building, SS Building" and "Steel" "SRC Building, SC Building" and "Concrete, Steel" "SRC Building" and "Concrete, Reinforcing bar, Steel" "RC Building , SRC Building, SC Building, SS Building" and "" (empty intent)
The set of formal objects of a formal concept is called its "extension" whereas the set of formal attributes its "intension". The extension covers all the objects belonging to this formal concept and the intension consists of all attributes valid for all these objects (Poelmans et al., 2009 ). The formal concepts, their extensions and intensions of a given formal context are uniquely defined and fixed (Priss, 2007) .
Concept lattice and line diagram
There is a natural hierarchical order between the concepts of a given context that is called the subconcept-superconcept relation. This relation is defined as follows: the concept (A 1 , B 1 ) (Wille, 1992) . In other words, a concept is a subconcept of another concept if and only if its extension is contained in the extension of the other concept. For example, two formal concepts of Figure 1 are (1) "RC Building, SRC Building" and "Concrete, Reinforcing bar" and (2) "RC Building, SRC Building, SC Building" and "Concrete". Since (1)'s objects "RC Building, SRC Building" is a subset of (2)'s objects "RC Building, SRC Building, SC Building", it can be concluded that (2) is a superconcept of (1) and that (2)'s attribute "Concrete" is a subset of (1)'s attributes "Concrete, Reinforcing bar".
The set of all concepts of a formal context together with the subconcept-superconcept relations between these concepts constitutes a complete lattice, called the concept lattice of the formal context. A concept lattice can be represented visually through a line diagram as shown in Figure 2 for the building type example. The nodes in the line diagram represent formal concepts; formal objects are labeled below the nodes while formal attributes above. To read the information contained in a line diagram, the following rule applies: an object g has an attribute m if and only if there is a path leading upwards from the node named by "g" to the node named by "m". Then the extension and intension of a formal concept (node) can be readily obtained from a line diagram by respectively collecting all objects below and all attributes above the node of the given concept (Wolff, 1993) . Using Figure 2 as an example, for the rightmost concept labeled by the attribute "Reinforcing bar" and object "RC Building", one can conclude that the object "RC Building" has two attributes "Reinforcing bar" and "Concrete" (by following the upwards leading path). One can also conclude that the same concept has extension (objects) "RC Building" and "SRC Building" and intension (attributes) "Reinforcing bar" and "Concrete". 
2 ) holds, the notion described by the attributes of B 1 can be viewed as a specialization of that of B 2 as it contains more attributes than B 2 does (i.e. B 2 is a subset of B 1 ). Therefore, the relation implies a potential hierarchical structure among attributes: the attributes of B 2 may be super-attribute of those of B 1 . Furthermore, if A 1 and A 2 are partially subsumed by each other (i.e. A 1 and A 2 share just some objects), the attributes of B 1 would be associated with those of B 2 . If, on the other hand, A 1 and A 2 do not have objects in common, then the attributes of B 1 and B 2 would be deemed independent with each other. When representing formal attributes as concepts in an ontology, the subconcept-superconcept relations implies subclass-superclass relationships between attributes of B 1 and B 2 whereas the partial subsumption and independence relations respectively suggest the use and nonuse of association relationships. Therefore, the relation implications of FCA are significant to the ontology development as they provide a way for ontology developers to understand the ontological concept structure and relationships between the concepts. To analyze the 29 CFR 1926 Standard, this study focuses on the section level and determines a unit for analysis according to the following principles in this study: (1) If the description of a section contains multiple conceptual terms, then the description itself will be regarded as a unit for analysis regardless of whether the section has sub-sections. For example, the section 1926.502(d) in Figure 3 describes conceptual terms, such as "personal fall arrest system", "body belt" and "positioning device system"; hence, this description alone represents a unit for analysis. (2) If the description of a section does not contain conceptual terms and the section has sub-sections, then the sub-sections are evaluated using the previous principle. (3) If the description of a section contains neither conceptual terms nor sub-sections, then this section is skipped and the next parallel section is evaluated using the first principle. (4) Only first-and second-level sections are entered into evaluation using the above three principles.
OVERVIEW OF THE 29 CFR 1926 STANDARD
Due to the huge amount of standards in 29 CFR 1926, this study focuses on only two standards, namely 1926.501 and 1926.502, for the convenience of demonstration. The two standards are chosen for they are two of the most frequently cited standards by OSHA during the period October 2011 through September 2012 (U.S. Department of Labor, 2013b). By deploying these principles, the chosen standards are organized and respectively labeled, and ready to be analyzed using FCA. For example, the description of 1926.502(d) is labeled as "2d" while that of 1926.502(d)(6) is labeled as "2d6". Totally 119 sections are identified and labeled for the following FCA use.
APPLICATION OF FCA TO ANALYZING 29 CFR 1926 Preparation
To apply FCA to the chosen standards, this study views the sections of the standards as "formal objects" and the conceptual terms which describe the applicability of the sections as "formal attributes". The conceptual terms are either referred to from the glossary of 29 CFR 1926 (i.e. the Definitions section in 1926.500(b)) or determined from the text of the standards through manual identification. There are 119 formal objects (sections) and 68 formal attributes (conceptual terms) in total used for FCA. In addition, a FCA software, Concept Explorer (ConExp) (Yevtushenko, 2000) , is used to develop the formal context and concept lattices/line diagrams in this study. Figure 4 shows a partial cross table for the formal context of the 29 CFR 1926 example, where the labels for different sections are in the heading column and conceptual terms are in the heading row, respectively representing formal objects and formal attributes. 213 formal concepts in total are obtained from the formal context and in view of such many formal concepts, this study selects some of them for discussion as follows. 
Cross table and formal context

Demonstration using concept lattices and line diagrams
Figure 5(a) shows a concept lattice of 11 formal concepts, and six formal attributes are included in the concept lattice. Each node has a box below that contains the number of sections belonging to the formal concept and the percentage for which the number of sections accounts in the formal context. Below the topmost formal concept labeled by formal attribute "fall protection" are formal concepts labeled by the rest five attributes "warning line system", "guardrail system", "personal fall arrest system", "safety net system" and "safety monitoring system". That is, the five attributes can be regarded as sub-attributes (or subconcepts in an ontological term) of the attribute "fall protection". In addition, the five attributes can exist in 29 CFR 1926 sections collectively. For example, formal concept A that owns four sections contains both formal attributes "guardrail system" and "personal fall arrest system" (as shown on the node A below the two nodes with "guardrail system" and "personal fall arrest system" labels) while formal concept B contains formal attributes "guardrail system", "personal fall arrest system" and "safety net system". This indicates that there are some mutual formal objects in formal concept A's two super-concepts, which implies an association relationship exists between formal attributes "guardrail system" and "personal fall arrest system" (e.g. "guardrail system" can be substituted for "personal fall arrest system").
Figure 5(b) shows another concept lattice formed by seven formal concepts, in which five formal attributes are included: "lifeline", "vertical lifeline", "horizontal lifeline", "self-retracting lifeline" and "self-retracting lanyard". One can tell from Figure 5 (b) that "vertical lifeline", "horizontal lifeline" and "self-retracting lifeline" can be referred to as sub-attributes of "lifeline". Although the formal concept having attribute "self-retracting lanyard" is a sub-concept of the formal concept having attribute "lifeline", self-discretion is required here to decide whether "self-retracting lanyard" should be a sub-attribute of "lifeline" based on the context. Furthermore, one formal concept contains "vertical lifeline" and "horizontal lifeline" (as node C shows) while no formal concepts have "'vertical lifeline', 'horizontal lifeline'" and "'self-retracting lifeline, 'self-retracting lanyard'" in common (i.e. the bottommost node is an empty node, indicating no section shares all the formal attributes of the concept lattice). This suggests that the former two formal attributes are independent from the latter two in the selected 29 CFR 1926 standards; when developing an ontology, one has no need to consider association relationships between them. Last, the leftmost node contains both "self-retracting lifeline" and "self-retracting lanyard", which denotes a tight relation between them and hence, an association relationship is required to represent such a relation. 
DISCUSSION
Using FCA provides an alternative way for supporting ontology modellers to determine significant relationships between conceptual terms and hence, the ontology development process can be facilitated. There is a limitation observed during the application: user's self-discretion of categorizing formal attributes is needed in some circumstance to ascertain the correct representation of these attributes, as demonstrated in the previous section. In other words, the relationships identified through applying FCA might not perfectly represent the actual relationships between conceptual terms in some cases. Nevertheless, this limitation does not cause any harm since modellers still have to review all the possible identified relationships and conceptual terms which are incorrectly represented can then be ignored.
CONCLUSIONS
This study is one of the first attempts to apply FCA in the research domain of architectural, engineering and construction industry, especially to help the ontology development. This study is part of an ongoing research that focuses on using ontology to facilitate the identification of applicable safety requirements from a safety specification. This study tests the applicability of FCA on a small scale while the abovementioned limitation of applying FCA exists. The author expects to deploy FCA in a broad sense in the ongoing research and also address the limitation. In addition, aiming at facilitating the ontology development process, to incorporate natural language processing techniques into the ongoing research in order for automatically identifying the conceptual terms for FCA would be one of the future research tasks.
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